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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Art.nr. 8822136

Rev.2020-01

BAMBINO HEADREST 3
Assembly instructions for:
Headrest Bambino 3
art.nr. 4401402, 4401403

Tools needed:
Allen key 4 mm
Allen key 2.5 mm

2) Remove the clamp by removing screw no. 
3 with a 4mm Allen
Remove Spacer piec no. 2
Make sure that lock lever no. 5 is open when 
making the assembly

3) Thread the clamp (1) from behind over 
the aluminum profile of the pushbar. 
Reassemble Spacer piece (2).
Thread screw (3) and tighten nut (4) 
firmly

When closing the lock lever (5), the clamp 
must be fixed on the aluminum profile 
and not be able to slide on the profile.
When opening the lock lever (5), it must 
now be possible to slide the clamp up 
and down along the aluminum profile.

4) If the clamp is not fastened sufficiently, the tension 
can be adjusted.
To do this, loosen the screw (6) with 2.5 mm Allen 
key, push out the eccentrics (7), turn both of these 
towards the center of the clamp and then retighten.

Mounting the headrest bracket

1) 
1. Clamp Bracket Headrest B3
2. Spacer piece Bracket Headrest B3
3. Bult MC 6S M5x60
4. Nut M5
5. Lock lever Pushhandle S3
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Adjust headrest

6) Depth, angle, and height
Loosen both knobs (8). Unscrew these about 3 turns. The stand can now be moved back and forth to desired position of the 
headrest cushion.
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7)The headrest cushion can be mounted in high or low position. The dif-
ference will be 30mm (+ -15mm)
To shift the mounting of the head cushion, unscrew the knob (8) closest 
to the headrest cushion completely
Loosen the further know a couple of turns.
Lever the stands apart - remove the headrest pad from the stands - turn 
it around and reattach.
Reattach and tighten both knobs.

5) Open the bracket lock lever (1)
Thread the headrest mounting hook into 
the clamp.
Close locking lever (1)

Mounting the headrest
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High mounted  Low mounted  


